Abstract. The theorem stated in the title is obtained by determining (in a sense to be made precise) all the generating pairs of an arbitrary twogenerator one-relator group with torsion. As a consequence of this determination it is also deduced that every two-generator one-relator group G with torsion is Hopfian, and that the automorphism group of G is finitely generated.
1. Introduction. The main aim of this paper is to establish Theorem 1. There is an algorithm to decide for any two presentations (xx, x2; Pmy, (xx, x2 ;Qny, where m, n > 1, whether or not the presentations define isomorphic groups.
This theorem is obtained as a consequence of the following lemma. Let G be a two-generator group. Recall [9] that two generating pairs (#i> #2)» (¿»i» Z'2) °f G are said to be Nielsen equivalent if there is an automorphism xx 1-» Yx(xx, x2), x2 h* Y2(xx, x2) of the free group F2 on xx, x2 such that g] = Yj(gx, g2) for 1 = 1, 2. Also, the pairs (gx, g2), (g\,g'2) are said to lie in the same T-system if there is an automorphism £ of G such that (s'vg'2) is Nielsen equivalent to (£(gx), t(g2)).
Principal Lemma. Let G = (ß, t; £") where R is not a true power, and where n > 1. If R is a primitive in the free group on a, t then G has one Nielsen equivalence class when n = 2, or \y(n) Nielsen equivalence classes and one Tsystem when n > 2. If R is not a primitive then G has one Nielsen equivalence class.
Here <p denotes the Euler totient function. To see how Theorem 1 follows from the Principal Lemma observe that by Lemma 1 of [9] and the Principal Lemma above, two presentations (xx, x2 ; £m>, (xx, x2 ; Q">, where m, n > 1, are presentations of isomorphic groups if and only if there is an automorphism of F2 mapping Pm to Q±n. Since there is an algorithm to decide for any two elements S and T of F2 whether or not T is equal to the image of S under an automorphism of F2 (see Theorem N2
of [3] ), Theorem 1 follows.
Apart from its use in proving Theorem 1, the Principal Lemma is also helpful in obtaining other information concerning two-generator one-relator groups with torsion. Theorem 2. Let G = <a, t; Rn) where n > 1. Then G is Hopfian. This is an immediate consequence of the Principal Lemma and Theorem 2 of [9] . Theorem 3. Let G = (a, t; R"} where n > 1. Then the automorphism group,
Aut(G), of G is finitely generated^).
This result is easily proved for the case when R is a power of a primitive. Suppose on the other hand, that R is not a power of a primitive. Then G has one Nielsen equivalence class by the Principal Lemma, so that every automorphism from an automorphism «k> Yx(a,t), tH>Y2(a,t), where (Yx(a,t), Y2(a,t)) is a generating pair of the free group F on a, t and where R(Yx(a,t), Y2(a,t)) is equal in F to either R(a,t) or R~x(a,t). Now it is shown in [4] that the group of automorphisms of F which map R to R±l is finitely generated. Since the group of inner automorphisms of G is also finitely generated, it follows that Aut(G) is finitely generated.
The present paper makes heavy use of results and techniques developed in [9] and [10] . The fact that one-relator groups are HNN groups will be made use of frequently throughout the paper, and the reader may like to consult the expository article [5] by McCool and Schupp to see how theorems concerning one-relator groups can be proved using the theory of HNN groups. The standard reference for notation and background material used throughout will be the book [3] by Magnus, Karrass and Solitar. Unexplained concepts and notation which cannot be found in [3] will be as in [9] .
It is worthwhile to give here an outline of the proof of the Principal Lemma. The most difficult case to deal with is when R is neither freely equal to 1 nor a primitive. To handle this case it is no loss of generality to assume that R is cyclically reduced and involves a, t, and that the exponent sum of R on t is zero. Let a, (i = 0, ±1, ±2,... ) denote the word Cat', and let P be the word obtained from R by rewriting it in terms of the a¡. Let m and M be, respectively, the least and greatest integers /' for which a, occurs in P. Then, as observed by Moldavanskiï [6] , G can be presented as an HNN group as follows: G = (am,... ,aM, t; P", t~xa¡t = ai+x (i = m,...,M-1)>.
Now the associated subgroups K_x = sgp [am,.. .,aM_x} and Kx = sgp [am+,,...,aM) are malnormal in the base H = (am,...,aM; £">, and so it follows from Theorem 6 of [9] that every generating pair of G is Nielsen equivalent to a pair of the form (rA, k) where A and k belong to H, and where k is a nonempty cyclically reduced word in the generators of K_x.
Moreover hkh £ Kx.
Let fc(/)(i = 0,1,...) denote the element (th)~lk(th)'. Then there is an integer X with 0<À<A/-m + l such that k^'EHif and only if 0 < i < X. Moreover X = M -m + 1 only if k is a power of am. The main part of the proof is involved with showing that if (th, k) generates G then k®\..., k^x) generate H. For then, since H cannot be generated by less than M -m + 1 elements, it follows that k = a'm for some integer /. It can then be established without too much difficulty that (rA, a'm) generates G if and only if |/| = 1 and iA = amta^ for suitable integers a, ß. Thus (th, k) is Nielsen equivalent to (t,aQ), so that G has one Nielsen equivalence class.
In order to show that k®',..., k™ generate H whenever th, k generate G, it must be established that a word W in th, k®',..., k™ which defines an element of H is equal to a word in k®\ ..., k™ alone. This is easily proved using Britton's lemma and induction on the r-length of W once the following formulae have been established: sgp {*«»,... ,kW) n k_x = sgp {*«»,...,*<*-»}, A sgp (fc(0),... ,*(X)}A_1 n Kx = A sgp {*(1),... ,*W}A-1.
These formulae follow from Theorem 3 of [10] when X > 1. For if X > 1 then A £ K_x and (hk®'h~l,...,hk^x'h~x) is (a^a^-admissible.
However, when X = 1, Theorem 3 of [10] is not necessarily applicable. All one knows in general in this case is that fc(0) e K_x, k{l) € K_x,hk(0)h~l & Kx, hk^h'1 E Kx. Consequently it is necessary to establish that if u E Ke (\e\ = 1) and v $ Kt then sgp {u,v} n Ke = sgp {«}. In actual fact, it becomes necessary to prove a more general result than this so that the usual inductive techniques for dealing with one-relator groups can be used.
Let B = (xj (j E J);S,T,...y and forj E / define Lj to be the subgroup of £ generated by those generators of £ other than x,. Then B (or more precisely this presentation of B) will be said to have property-I provided the following holds: for eachy in J, if « E £-and v E £,• then sgp [u,v] l~l Lj = sgp {u}. It will be shown below that (*) every one-relator group with torsion has property-I.
The remainder of the paper is divided into three sections. In §2 various concepts and definitions are introduced and several useful lemmas, mainly concerning HNN groups, are obtained. In §3 a proof of (*) is given. §4 investigates the generating pairs of an arbitrary two-generator one-relator group with torsion, culminating in a proof of the Principal Lemma. Each of § §2, 3, 4 is subdivided and has an introduction explaining its contents more fully.
The techniques developed in this paper will be used in a future article to describe the two-generator subgroups of an arbitrary one-relator group with torsion.
2. Preliminaries. In §2.1 the basic notation and definitions needed for the rest of the paper are introduced. It is shown how to present a one-relator group, whose defining relator has zero sum-exponent on some generator, as an HNN group, the base H of which is another one-relator group. Several lemmas concerning such an HNN group are then obtained. In §2.2 the definition is given of standard H-elements (of which the k*' in the previous section are examples). These elements are then analysed in some detail.
2.1. Definitions, notation, and some lemmas. Throughout the paper e (or some variation such as e', ex, e^ will denote an integer of modulus 1. The set of integers will be denoted by Z. If v is a real number [v] will denote the greatest integer less than or equal to v.
If G is a group and u,vEG then the element u~lvu of G will be denoted by u", and will be called the conjugate of u by v. If A is a subset of G then the subgroup of G generated by A will be denoted by sgpA By convention, if A is empty then sgp^ is the trivial subgroup 1.
Let G = (a,c,d,...,t;Rn/ where n > 1, R is a cyclically reduced word which involves a, at(R) = 0. Let a be the maximum of the set (t: t is the exponent sum on t of an initial segment of R which precedes an a-symbol}.
Then clearly G = (,a,c,d,...,t; raR"ta). For i E Z let a¡, c¡, d¡, ... denote the words Cat', t~'ct', r'dt', ... respectively. Then t~aRta can be rewritten as a cyclically reduced word P in the a¡, c¡, d¡, ... as follows. Replace a symbol xe, where x is one of a, c, d,..., which appears in t~aRta by x*_¡, where / is the exponent sum on t of the initial segment of t~aRta preceding xe. Then clearly a0 appears in P. The largest integer / for which a¡ appears in P will be denoted by M. Notice that P involves at least one generator having a nonzero subscript if and only if R involves t. Notice also that if R involves t then the length of P is less than the length of R.
Now it is not difficult to show using Tietze transformations that
Then #_, and Kx are free on the given generators (by the Freiheitssatz), and so G is presented above as an HNN group with base H, stable letter t, and associated subgroups K_x and Kx. This HNN presentation of G will be called the HNN presentation of G with stable letter t and fixed generator a.
It should be noted that P, M, H, K_x, Kx are all dependent on R, a, t, but to avoid cumbersome notation (such as P(R, a, t), M(R, a, t), etc.) this dependence will not be made explicit. This should cause no confusion. It was first observed by Moldavanskiï [6] that if A is a one-relator group whose defining relator Q is cyclically reduced and has exponent sum zero on some generator occuring in it, then A is an HNN extension of another onerelator group whose defining relator is shorter than Q. This observation was taken up by McCool and Schupp [5] and others to give rather elegant induction proofs of the basic results on one-relator groups. Such induction techniques will be employed here. However, it is not always necessary to use induction to obtain results about one-relator groups. In some cases it suffices to know that the group is a nontrivial HNN extension of another one-relator group B and that the associated subgroups lie "suitably" in B. This was the approach adopted in [11] for example, and such an approach will also be used here.
Basic facts concerning HNN groups which will be needed in the sequel can be found in [9, § §1.2, 2.1] . Additional results will be obtained below.
It is worthwhile to make some comments concerning /-reducing in the HNN group G above. Suppose w is a word in the generators of K_e. Then the treduced form w' of t~ewte is obtained from w by replacing each occurrence of a generator x¡, where x is one of a, c, d,..., by xi+e (such a procedure is called "shifting subscripts" in [5] ). Now clearly wf = t'w'. It follows that if W is a word wQfiwx -• • tCrwr where the w¡ are words in c¡ (i E Z), d¡ (i E Z), ..., then the /-symbols can be "pulled through" either all to the left or all to the right, so that there are words u and v in c¡ (i E Z), d¡ (i E Z), ... such that W = tsu = vts, where s = 2/-i <y-Several results relevant to the HNN group G above will now be obtained. The first lemma is required since the associated subgroups K_x and Kx are free. The lemma is easily proved. Lemma 1. Let % be a set and let %' be a subset of 9C Let F and £' be the free groups on % and %' respectively. Suppose A Q £' and v E £\£'. Then:
(ii) if sgp A is free on A then sgp A U {v} is free on A U {v}.
Example. Let k be a nonempty freely reduced word in c¡ (i E Z), d¡ (i E Z),..., and for i E Z let fc(,) denote the i-reduced form of Clkf. Recall that a subgroup £ of a group A is said to be malnormal in A if, for all g E A, g~x Bg n £ ¥= 1 implies g E B.
(2.2) A freely reduced (respectively, cyclically reduced) word in the generators of K_x which involves aQ is not equal (resp. conjugate in H) to an element of Kx, and a freely reduced (resp. cyclically reduced) word in the generators of Kx which involves aM is not equal (resp. conjugate in H) to an element of K_x.
The result for freely reduced words follows from Newman's Spelling Theorem (Theorem 3 of [7] Lemma 2. Let Z be a t-reduced word and let h be a t-free word. Suppose there is an integer m0 such that hm° ¥* 1 andZ~lhm°Z is not t-reduced. Then Z~lhmZ is not t-reduced for any integer m. This is simply a special case of Lemma 9 of [9] , taking account of (2.1).
Lemma 3. Let k be a freely reduced word in the generators of Kc and assume t~rktr defines an element of H.
(i) Suppose k involves an arsymbol and let q and s be respectively the least and greatest integers i for which a¡ occurs in k. Then -q < r < M -s.
(ii) The t-reduced form oft rktr is obtained from k by replacing each generator x¡ (where x is one ofa, c, d, ...) appearing in k by xi+r.
Proof, (i) Suppose r < -q. Let k* be the word obtained from k by replacing each generator x¡ (where x is one of a, c, d, ... ) appearing in k by x¡_q. Then k* is the /-reduced form of tqkCq and Crkf = f**»k*f+9. Now k* is a word in the generators of K_x which involves a0, and so it follows from (2.2) that r(r+?)*k* tr+q is /-reduced. Consequently CTkf does not define an element of H, contrary to assumption.
In a similar way, if r > M -s then the /-reduced form of t~rkf involves / and therefore does not define an element of H.
(ii) The result is immediate if k does not involve an «/¿-symbol. Otherwise the result follows from (i).
Lemma 4. Let r be an integer.
If\r\ > M then fHCr n H = sgp {c, (i E Z),d¡ (i E Z),...}.
If 0 < r < M then trHt~r n H -sgp{a0.aM_r,c¡
Proof. The result is trivial if r -0.
Suppose r > 0, and let A E fr/Jrrr n H. Then it follows from Britton's lemma that there is a freely reduced word k in the generators of Kx such that fkt~r = A. If A: does not involve an ¿/¿-symbol then clearly h E sgpfo (i E Z), d¡(i E Z),...}. Suppose k involves an a-symbol and let q be the least integer i for which a¡ occurs in k. Then r < q by Lemma 3(ii) , and the /-reduced form of fkt~r is a word in a0,..., aM_r, c¡ (i E Z), ö",-(i E Z),.... This shows that /'"if/"'' n H is contained in sgp{a0,... ,aM_r,c¡ (i E Z),d¡ (i E Z),...} if r < ç, and is contained in sgp{c¿ (i E Z),d¡ (i E Z),...} otherwise. The reverse inclusions are obvious.
The case when r < 0 is handled similarly.
Lemma 5. Let Z E G and let k be a nonempty cyclically reduced word in the generators of Kt. If Z~lkZ E H then Z = trh for some integer r and some element h of H.
Proof. Let V be an element of minimal /-length from the set {[/: U is a /-reduced word equal to tlZ for some integer /}.
Then Z -trV for some integer r, and f V is /-reduced. It will be shown that V is /-free. Suppose not, and let V = vtsV where v is /-free and 8 «■ ±1. It suffices to establish that v E K_s. For then t~svts is equal to a /-free word u and t~^r+s^Z= uV, which contradicts the minimality of V. Now Ckf defines an element of H, and so it follows from Lemma 3(ii) that the /-reduced form k* of t~rktr is a nonempty cyclically reduced word in the generators of one of K_X,KX. Moreover since Z~xkZ E H,v~xk*v E K_s. Thus k* 6 K_s by (2.2) , and so v G K_s by (2.1). Lemma 6 . Suppose R involves t and M = 0. Let kbea cyclically reduced word in a0, c0, dn, ... which involves a0, and let Z be a t-reduced word which involves t. Then Z~xkmZ (m # 0) is t-reduced.
Proof. It suffices, by Lemma 2, to show that Z~xkZ is /-reduced. Suppose Z has initial segment zte, where z is /-free, and assume by way of contradiction
Then t~lz~x kzf is equal to a word in e, (i G Z), d, (i G Z).Passing back to the one-relator presentation of G it is thus concluded that there is a cyclically reduced word in a,c,d,... involving a which is conjugate to a word which does not involve a. But an argument similar to that used to establish (2.2) shows that this is impossible. Let/7 be a positive integer and let u,vEH. For i'EZ let v^ denote the element (tpu)~'v(tpu)' of G. Those elements v^ which belong to H will be called the standard H-elements associated with (tpu,v) (or simply the standard //-elements if (tpu,v) is understood). Where necessary (for instance when using Britton's lemma) it will be assumed that the standard //-elements are written in terms of the generators of H.
It is clear from Britton's lemma that if tr1' G H for some i > 0 (/ < 0) then vW G H whenever 0 < j < i (i <j< 0).
The standard //-elements can be thought of as the "obvious" elements of H which can be obtained from tpu, v. The reason for considering these elements stems from their importance in calculating the intersection of sgp {tpu,v} with //. The determination of such an intersection is a key step in the proof of the Principal Lemma.
There are two main situations where standard //-elements arise in the sequel.
(A) Let v be a nonempty cyclically reduced word in the generators of K_x and let « be a /-free word. Suppose that not both of u, v belong to sgp{c, (i E Z),d¡(i E Z),...} and consider the pair (/ pu, v), p > 0. Now up to conjugation by a power of / it can be assumed that uvu~l G Kx. Indeed, suppose uvu~l E Kx. Then it follows from (2.2) that v does not involve a0, so that v E Kx. Thus u E Kx by (2.1) . Assume that u is written as a freely reduced word in the generators of Kx and let q be the least integer / for which a, occurs in one of u, v. Let U, V be the /-reduced forms of tqut~q, tqvt~q respectively. Then tqtput~q = tpU. Moreover V is cyclically reduced. Now WïTx E Kx. For since v is cyclically reduced and n, v are freely reduced words in the generators of K_x, it follows that the freely reduced form of Wü~x involves aQ, and therefore does not define an element of Kx by (2.2) .
Assume from now on that uvu~x E Kx. Suppose v^' E H for some positive integer ju. Then it follows from Lemma 5 that C>ip(tpuf E H. Consequently u, u", ..., tA"' E H and
This implies that there is an integer X such that v^1' E H if and only if 0 < / < X. For if v**r and u' P belonged to H for infinitely many values of /i then v and « would both belong to sgp (c¡ (i E Z),d¡(i E Z),...} by Lemma 4 , contrary to assumption. Now since v' P E H, it follows from Lemma 3(i) that Xp < M, and so for j = 0, 1, ..., X one can consider the subgroup F^' of H generated by %,..., aM_(X_j)p, c¡ (i E Z), d¡ (i E Z),-It will be shown that if 1 < ¡i < A/feni» E f^\f^-1).
Now u E t^-x)pHt~{x~x)p n H, and
by Lemma 4. Thus:
In a similar way:
It then follows from (2.4)-(2.6) that i» E £w.
It is clear from the definition of X that v™ E F* '. Suppose by way of contradiction that for some integer ¡i, with 1 < ¡x < X, v^' E £^-1'. Now
Observe that j/*"'"0' . .."g F(A"',) by (2.5) . Moreover, since v^ E f0*"0 it follows that (v^)'^" E £(x_1). Thus i>(x) E £(A_1), which is a contradiction.
(B) Let z be a freely reduced word in the generators of one of K_x, Kx and suppose z involves an ¿¡¿-symbol. Let {&■: j E J} be a set of elements of the subgroup F^~1' of H generated by c¡ (i G Z), d¡ (i GZ),..., and suppose the kj freely generate a subgroup of F*"1'. Suppose further that there is a permutation u> of J such that, for each j in /, t~lkjt = k^¡\ (in other words, {kj'.j E J} is closed under conjugation by /). Consider the collection t, z, kj (j E J). As in (A), up to conjugation by a power of /, it can be assumed that z G K_X\KX. Let z®', ..., z^ be the standard //-elements associated with (t,z). Then clearly (z(0),z(1).&~l\k(J E J),z{x)) is weakly (¿r0, aA/)-admissible. Moreover, z®\ z^'.z^~1', kj (j E J) freely generate a subgroup of K_x, so that in particular (z(0),z (1) and (2.8)
by (2.3) . Using these formulae it will be deduced that (2.9) sgp{t,z,kj (j E J)} n H = sgp {z(0), ..., z<x>, kj (j G /)}.
To prove (2.9) it suffices to show that a word Win t, z®',..., z^', kj (j E J) which defines an element of H is equal to a word in z®\ ..., z™, kj (j E J) alone. The proof is by induction on the number of occurrences of / in W. If there are none the result holds. Suppose then that W involves / and that W defines an element of H. Then it follows from Britton's lemma that W has a subword t~cQte, where Q is a word in z®', ..., z^\ kj (j E J) and Q defines an element of K_e. Now by (2.7) and (2.8), Q is equal to another word Q in z(0), ..., z(x), k, (j E J),
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where Q' does not involve either zw, z(0) according as e is 1, -1. Thus t~eQt' is equal to a word S in z(0),..., zw, kj (j E J), where S does not involve either z®>, z™ according as e is 1, -1. Replacing t~eQte by S then gives a word W is /, z®',..., z™, kj (j E J) equal to If in G but having less occurrences of /. The inductive hypothesis can now be applied to give the desired conclusion. This completes the verification of (2.9).
It is possible to generalize (2.9). Indeed, for ¡i = -1, 0,..., X:
To prove this, note that for i = 0,..., X -1, {z(0).
This formula is also valid for / = X, being in that case merely a restatement of (2.7). Combining (2.11) and (2.9) establishes that (2.10) holds. say, where Q is either empty or is a cyclically reduced word involving z^ and z^x\ Then an argument similar to that used to derive (2.9) from (2.7) and (2.8) can be employed to show that every relation between /, z^°\ ..., z'A\ kj(j £ J) is a consequence of (2.12) and the additional relations:
r1!»* = z{x\.... rx¿x~xh = i», rxkjt = k^ (j e j).
3. Intersections. The main aim of this section is to establish the following theorem. This theorem will be proved by induction on the length of R, making use of the fact that if the cyclically reduced form of £ involves at least two generators then £ can be embedded into an HNN group whose base is a one-relator group, the relator of which has length less than £(£). The following two results will therefore be useful. Let
where N > 0, n > 1, Q is a cyclically reduced word which involves aQ and ö^.
Let G be the HNN group given by
Suppose that L has property-I. Case 1 : x does not occur in R. Then B is the free product of the free group on x and the one-relator group generated by the remaining generators. The result thus follows easily using the theory of free products.
Case 2: No generator occurring in u also occurs in R. Let F denote the free group on those generators which occur in u, and let B' be the one-relator group generated by the remaining generators of B. Then B is the free product of F and B'. Suppose v -f0gxfx '-g¡f¡ where / > 0, the g¡ are nontrivial elements of B', the f¡ are elements of F, nontrivial except possibly for /0 and f¡. By assumption, at least one of the g, is equal to an element g not belonging to sgp {y,b,...}. Now the result is easily established iff¡upf0 ¥= 1 for all integers/». Suppose on the other hand that f¡upf0 = 1 for some integer/». Then it will be shown Suppose for definiteness that y occurs in u and £. Consider the HNN presentation of £ with stable letter x and fixed generator y. By the inductive hypothesis the base of £ has property-I, so it follows from (f) that sgp [u, v) n sgp {y,b,...} = sgp{«}.
Case 4: x occurs in R; one of the generators which occurs in u occurs in R with zero-sum exponent.
Suppose y occurs in u and £, and oy(R) = 0. Consider the HNN presentation of £ with stable letter .y and fixed generator x. Then the base has property-I by the inductive hypothesis, so that the result follows from (%).
Case 5: x occurs in R; ox(R) ¥= 0; one of the generators which occurs in u occurs in R with non zero-sum exponent.
Suppose for definiteness that y occurs in u and R, and a (R) # 0. Let a = ox(R), ß = ay(R). Let £, = (t,a,b,...
;£">, where £, is the word obtained from £ by replacing each occurrence of x by at~^ and each occurrence of y by /", and then cyclically reducing. Then £ is embedded into £, by the homomorphism ^ defined by The above cases cover all possibilities and so the induction step is proved. In the following subsections statements (f) and ($) will be verified, and other results of a similar nature will also be obtained. For the remainder of this section L and G will be as in (3.1) (1),...,*M}A-1.
To prove (iii) it must be established that if IT is a word in tph, k®\ ..., ¿M which defines an element of £ then If is equal to a word in k®\ ..., kâ lone. The proof is by induction on the number of occurrences of tp A in W.
If there are none the result holds. Suppose that W involves tph and that W defines an element of L. Now if W has subword tphTh~xt~p where £ is a word in k®\ ..., k^ and where A£A-1 E Ax then it follows from (ii) that £ is equal to a word in k^\ ..., k™. Consequently the subword tphTh~xt~p can be replaced by a word in &'°\ ..., k^x~^ to give a word W equal to If in G and where W has less occurrences of tph. The inductive hypothesis can then be applied. Suppose on the other hand that W does not have any subword / phTh~x t~p as above. Then it follows from Britton's lemma that W must have at least one subword of the form h~xt~pStph where S is a word in ¿(0),..., k(X> and S E A_x. Moreover, for at least one such subword, S must belong to tpLt~p. For if this were not the case then the /-reduced form of every subword h~xt~pStph would involve /, so that the /-reduced form of IF would involve /, contrary to the fact that W defines an element of L. Suppose then that h~xt~pStph is a subword of W, where S is a word in k®\ ..., k^ which defines an element of tpLt~p. Then it follows from (i) that S is equal to a word in k®\ ..., k^' so that h~xt~pStph can be replaced by a word in k^x\ ..., k^x) and the inductive hypothesis can be applied to the resulting word.
This completes the proof of the proposition.
The following corollary to the proof of (iii) will be needed later.
Corollary. Let W be a word in t ph, k^°\ ..., k^x'. Then either W is equal to a word W in tph, k^0', ..., k^' where W has less occurrences of tph than W, or else in t-reducing W at least one t-symbol from each subword (t ph)r emains.
Intersections of certain subgroups (2).
Proposition 2. Let u be a cyclically reduced word in a0, cQ, d0,... which involves a0, and let v be an element of G which does not belong to sgp {<Zg,c0, d0,...}. Then sgp {u, v} n sgp {a0,c0,d0,...} = sgp {«}.
If Q does not involve any generator having a nonzero subscript then G = {a0,c0,d0,... ; ß") * </>, and the result is easily established using the theory of free products. From now on therefore, it will be assumed that Q involves at least one generator having a nonzero subscript.
Let Z be an element of minimal /-length from the set {V: Vis the cyclically /-reduced form of vu1 for some integer /}.
Then there is an integer m and a /-reduced word T such that vum = TZT~X, and TZT~X is /-reduced. It suffices to show that sgp {TZT~x,u} n sgp {a0,c0, dQ,...} = sgp{u). If for every integer s, Tus T x has /-reduced form of /-length greater than zero then sgp {TZT~x,u} n L = sgp {u}, so the result is clear.
Suppose on the other hand that T~xusT defines an element of L for some nonzero integer s. Then it follows from Lemmas 5, 6 and 3(i) that T = trg where 0 < r < N and g is /-free. Replacing Z by gZg~x if necessary it can be supposed that g is empty. It thus suffices to show that sgp {Z,ur} n sgp {ar, cr,dr,...} = sgp {ur}. Here ur is the /-reduced form of t~rutr (that is, ur is the word obtained from u by replacing aQ by ar, c0 by cr, d0 by dr,... ).
If Z is /-free then the result follows from the fact that L has property-I, for Z G sgp{ar,cr,dr,...}.
Suppose Z involves /. Then it follows from the definition of Z that Zu\z is /-reduced for all integers /. It is necessary to investigate the /-reductions of words Z~xu'rZ and Zu{Z~x where l,j are nonzero integers. By Lemma 2 it is enough to investigate the /-reductions of Z~xurZ and ZurZ~x. Suppose that neither of Z~xurZ, ZurZ~x is /-reduced. Let Z have initial segment zt' and terminal segment tsw. Here 5 = ±1 and z, w are /-free. Then it follows from Lemmas 5 and 6 that N > 0 and there are /-free words zx, wx such that z/e = fzx and tsw = wxts. Consequently e = ¿5 since Z is cyclically /-reduced. However e^Ä. This is clear if r > 0 and trZt~T is /-reduced. On the other hand, if r = 0 then since by assumption /"'m,./6 and tsurt~s both define elements of L, equality of e and 5 would imply ur E Ax, contrary to (2.2) .
It has now been established that one of Z_1MrZ, ZurZ~x is /-reduced. By inverting Z if necessary it can be supposed that ZurZ~x is /-reduced. Then ZuJrZ~x is /-reduced for all nonzero integers j, by Lemma 2. It is thus easy to see that if the /-reduced form of Z~xu'rZ involves / for every nonzero integer / then a freely reduced word in Z, ur which involves Z has /-reduced form of /-length greater than zero. Consequently sgp (Z, ur] n L = sgp {ur}, so that sgp {Z,ur) D sgp {ar,cr,dr,...} = sgp [ur} as required.
Now suppose that Z~ urZ defines an element of £ for some nonzero integer /. Then it follows from Lemmas 5, 6 and 3(i) that N > 0 and Z -tph, where A is /-free and 0</><iV-r(/? cannot be negative since trZt~r is /-reduced). Let uy\ ..., uy' be the standard £-elements associated with (tph,ur). For y = 0, ..., X let F^' denote the subgroup of £ generated by a0,..., %-(x-y)p, <7 (/ £ Z), 4 (/ E Z), .... Then and this together with (3.5) and (3.6) shows that sgp {tph,ur) n sgp [ar,cr, dr, ...} = sgp {40)}, as required.
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.
The following corollary of the proof will be needed in §4.
Corollary. Suppose that L does not have any generators c¡ (i £ Z), d¡ (i £ Z), ..., and that N > 0. If(v,al) generates G then \q\ = 1 and v or its inverse is expressible in the form th*, where h* is t-free. Moreover, if N = 1 then (a0, h*~xax h*) generates L, whereas ifN~>\ there are integers a, ß such that A* = a"aß.
Suppose (v,a^) generates G. Then q ¥= 0 since G is not cyclic. Taking u = a$ and following through the proof of Proposition 2 it can be seen that there are integers m and r, with r > 0, such that t~r(va™q)etr = tph where 0 < p < N -r, A is /-free, AarA_1 £ Ax, and the standard L-elements (aqy \ ... ,(aqy generate £. By considering the factor group of G by the normal subgroup generated by £ it is easily established that p = 1. Also, since £ cannot be generated by less than N + 1 elements, X = JV, r = 0 and A E sgp {a0,fl,} (see §2.2(A)). It will be shown that z sgp {u,z~lvz} H sgp {y,b,...} is empty. This is trivial if either u or v is equal to 1, so it suffices to consider the case when u ¥= \,v ¥= 1 and show that it is impossible for an equation (3.7) zHm|z_1t;niz • ••umsz~xvn¡z = w where s > 0, the \m¡\ (i = 1,2.s) are greater than zero and less than the order of u, the |«¿| (/' = 1,2,... ,s) are greater than zero and less than the order of v, w is a word in y, b, ... -to take place in B. It can be assumed that u and v are cyclically reduced. For suppose u = guxg~x and v = h~xvxh, where ux and vx are cyclically reduced. Let zx = hzg. Then (3.7) is equivalent to zx «P zxx vp z, • • • u'xn'zx = hwg. Case 1 : x does not occur in R. Then B is the free product of the free group on x and the one-relator group generated by the remaining generators. The result is thus easily established using the theory of free products. .7) is impossible.
Case 3: x occurs in R with zero-sum exponent; one of u, v involves a generator which occurs in R.
Suppose for definiteness that y occurs in u and £. Calculations will be done relative to the HNN presentation of £ with stable letter x and fixed generator yLet Z denote the x-reduced form of z. Then substituting into (3.7) gives
Now in order for this equation to take place, the x-reduced form of the lefthand side must be x-free. In particular ox(Z) = 0. Now by Lemmas 5 and 6 if S is an initial segment of Z such that S~xv"'S x-reduces to an x-free word, then S = xphx for some integer p and some x-free word A,. Also, if £ is a terminal segment of Z such that Tum'T~x ^-reduces to an x-free word then it follows from Lemmas 5, 6 and 3(i) that £ = h2t~q for some integer q with 0 < q < M, and some x-free word A2. Consequently the only way (3.8) can hold is if Z = fht~r where 0 < r < M and A is x-free. But then (3.8) is equivalent to
Here ur,vr, wr are the words obtained from u, v, w respectively by replacing y0 by yr, b0 by br,-However since A E sgp [yr,br,...} this equation is impossible, for the base of £ has property-NI by the inductive hypothesis.
Case 4: x occurs in R; one of u, v involves a generator which occurs in R with zero-sum exponent.
Suppose for definiteness that y occurs in u and R, and a (R) = 0. Calculations will be done relative to the HNN presentation of B with stable letter y and fixed generator x. Now z can be expressed in the form yekyp where y°kyp is ^-reduced and where k is such that ky ,y±xk are all .y-reduced. Then there are integers p, q, r and words u, v, w in b¡ (i GZ),... such that ypuy p = ypU, y "vy" -yqv> y~ewy~p = yrw. Clearly (3.7) is equivalent to (3.9) y-rk(ypU)mtk-x(yqv)nik-• • (ypü)m*k-x(yqv)"'k = w. Now in order for (3.9) to hold, the ^-reduced form of the left-hand side must be 7-free. This implies that k is .y-free. For suppose by way of contradiction that k involves^. Then k(ypü)m'k~x is^-reduced for each /. This is clear if p i* 0. Suppose on the other hand that p = 0, and let k have initial segment gy' where g is .y-free. If g-1Sm'g G K_e then g E K_c by (2.1) so that y~"k is not j>-reduced contrary to the definition of k. In a similar way k~x(yqv)n'k is .y-reduced for each /. Thus the left-hand side of (3.9) is .y-reduced and involves y, which is a contradiction.
Suppose that k E K_x U Kx. Conjugating (3.9) by a power of y if necessary, it can be supposed that k G K_X\KX (note that k G sgp {b¡(i E Z),...}). Now the set {b¡ (i G Z),...} is closed under conjugation by y, so it follows from §2. where the w¡ are freely reduced words in y, b,_In order to show that (3.9) is impossible it suffices to establish that W i=-1. The proof is by induction on jti. If n = 0 the result follows from Newman's Spelling Theorem. Suppose /i > 0. The only case requiring attention is when all of wx, w2,..., w2fL_x, w2¡t are nonempty. Then if W = l,T must be nonempty and W must have a subword (kcS)n~lkc where keS is a cyclic permutation of T±x (see Statement 1, p. 1439 of [2] ). Replacing this subword of if by S"1 and freely reducing the k-hee subwords of the resulting word gives a word W of the form (3.10) which is equal to W and to which the inductive hypothesis applies. Thus W' ¥> 1 so that W+\. Now suppose that k G K_x U Kx. Then the left-hand side of (3.9) is yreduced. This is clear except in the case when one of p, q is nonzero and the other is zero. To deal with this case it suffices to observe that if «m # 1 then knmk~x G K_x U Kx, and if vm * 1 then k-xvmk G K_x U Kx (this follows from (2.1)). Now since the ^-reduced form of the the left-hand side of (3.9) must be .y-free, r = p = q = 0. But then equation (3.9) takes place in the base of B. However this is impossible since the base of B has property-NI by the inductive hypothesis. Case 5: x occurs in R; ox(R) # 0; one ofu, v involves a generator which occurs in R with non zero-sum exponent. In order to prove this proposition it is of course necessary to determine which elements of sgp {«,v) are also elements of sgp {t,c0,d0,...).
Now an element of sgp [t,c0,d0,...} can be expressed in the form t~sw where w is a word in c¡ (i E Z), d¡ (i E Z), ... (or alternatively in the form w't~s where w' is a word in c¡ (i E Z), d¡ (i E Z), ...). Consequently, a good deal of the proof of Proposition 3 will be concerned with determining whether for a given element W of sgp [u, v) there is an integer s such that ts W (or Wts) belongs to sgp \c¡ (i E Z), d¡(i E Z),...}.
Let V be an element of minimal /-length from the set [U: U is a /-reduced word equal to /~'VtfM1i/a for integers a, y,tj}.
Then there are integers k, ß, a such that V = t~Ku^vu°tK. Moreover, it is not difficult to establish that there are integers 6, p such that V = teztp, where / z/p is /-reduced and where each of the words t±xz, zt±x is /-reduced. Now t~(K~p'utK~p is equal in G to a word tmk where A: is a word in c¡ (i E Z), d¡ (i E Z),_Let p = p + 9. Then it suffices to show that sgp [tpz, tmk) n sgp {/, c0, d0,...} = sgp {tmk}. Finally, consider z-xrp(tmk)ltpz (I * 0). Now t~ptmktp = tmk', where k' is a word in c¡ (i E Z), d¡ (i G Z).Then an argument similar to that in the previous paragraph shows that z-1(/mA;') z is /-reduced.
Case 2: z involves t,p = 0. It follows as in Case 1 that if / is a nonzero integer then z~l(tmk)'z and z(tmk)'z~x are /-reduced.
Suppose that for every integer j, z(tmk)Jz is /-reduced. If W is a word as in (3.11) and s is an arbitrary integer then it is easily seen that t* W is /-reduced and therefore does not define an element of sgp (c¿ (;' G Z),d¡(i G Z),...}. Thus sgp {z,tmk} n sgp {t,c0d0,...} -sgp {tm}, as required.
Suppose on the other hand that for some integer j, z(tmk)J z is not /-reduced. Notice that, by the definition of z, this implies either j = 0 or m -0. Let Y be the cyclically /-reduced form of z(tmk)J. Then there is an initial segment T of z, where F has positive /-length, such that z(tmk)J = TYT~X and TYT~X is /-reduced. Since for every nonzero integer /, z~x (tmk) z is /-reduced, it follows that T~x(tmk) T is /-reduced. It is thus easy to see that if A-is a word of the form Case 3: z is t-free and defines an element of A_x U Ax. Conjugating the pair (tpz,tmk) by a power of / if necessary, it can be supposed that z E A_X\AX. Let W denote an element of sgp {tpz,tmk}, let s be an integer, and let w be a word in c¡ (i E Z), d¡ (i E Z),.... It is required to determine when an equality (3.12) tsW=w can take place in G. To do this it is convenient to analyse sgp {t,k,z}. Now it follows from §2.2(B) that sgp {t,z,k} has presentation </,z,£; £">, where £ is either empty or is cyclically reduced and involves / and z. Let x = tpz &náy = tmk. Then on the generators /, x,y, sgp {t,z,k} has presentation (3.14) <t,x,y;Txn)
where Tx is obtained from £ by replacing each occurrence of z by t~px and each occurrence of k by t~my, and cyclically reducing. Now using Newman's Spelling Theorem for the presentation (3.14) it can easily be shown that sgp {x,y} n sgp {t,y} = sgp {y}. It therefore follows from (3.13) that sgp [x, y) n sgp [t,c0,d0,...} = sgp {y}, as required. There remains the situation when k = 1. To deal with this situation proceed similarly as above, but take % to be empty. The equation (3.13 ) is readily established. Moreover sgp {/,z}, when presented on / and x (= tpz), is a onerelator group where the relator when cyclically reduced is either empty or is an nth power which involves x. Consequently sgp {tm,x} n sgp {/} = sgp {/m} by Newman's Spelling Theorem. It thus follows from (3.13) that sgp {tm,x) n sgp {t,c0,d0,...} = sgp {tm}, as required. In order to complete the proof that sgp {tpz,k} n sgp {t,cQ,d0,...} = sgp {k), it suffices to establish that r > 0. Suppose by way of contradiction that r > 0, and assume for définiteness that e = 1. Then Yx E A_x, so that y, is equal to an element k* of sgp {k}, by (3.15) . Thus k**zY2 E A_x (even if r = 1). But this implies zY2 E A_x, which contradicts the fact that L has property-NI (see Lemma 7) . is the /-reduced form of tmk~xt~m, it can be supposed that m and/j have the same sign. Now the minimality of V implies that in /-reducing z~xt~ptmk at most [|m|/2] /-symbols from tmk are used up. Thus if / = m -p then / is nonzero and has the same sign as m. Consider the pair tpz, z~xt'k. Then all four of the products tpzz~xt'k, tpzk~xt~'z, z~xt~pz~xt'k, z~xt~pk~xCxz are /-reduced, so it follows that a freely reduced word W in tpz,z~xt'k is /-reduced. It must be ascertained whether W can be equal to an element of sgp (/, c0, d0,...}. It will be shown by induction on the length of W (as a word in / pz, z~xt'k) that if W defines an element of sgp {/, c0, d0,...} then If is a power of tpzz~xt'k (= tmk).
The result is clear if If is empty. Suppose W is nonempty and that W = tsw where w E sgp {c¡ (i E Z),d¡ (i E Z),...}. Then t~sW must /-reduce to a /-free word so that W must have initial segment tpz or k~xt~'z. Suppose for example that If = tpzW'. Then If is nonempty, for tpz ¥> tsw since z E A_x U Ax. Thus W can start with tpz, k~xt~'z or z~xt'k.
In the former two cases however, t~s+pzW' is /-reduced and therefore cannot be equal to w. In the latter case W = tpzz~xt'kW", and If" has shorter length than W and defines an element of sgp {t,c0,d0,...}. Using the inductive hypothesis it is now concluded that If is a power of tpzz~xt'k, as required. The situation when If has k~xt~'z as initial segment is handled similarly.
The above cases cover all possibilities and the proof of Proposition 3 is now complete.
4. Proof of the Principal Lemma. In this section a proof of the Principal Lemma will be given (see §4.2). Before doing this, however, it is necessary to solve the following problem: given a group £ with presentation (x,y; Q") (n > 1), for which elements u do x and u together generate £? This problem is solved in §4.1.
4.1. Certain generating pairs of one-relator groups with torsion. Lemma 8. Let B = (x,y; Of) where Q is cyclically reduced and involves x, and n > 1. lfx is conjugate to xyp then p = 0. If x is conjugate to x yp then either p = 0 or Q" is a cyclic permutation of(xy')± , where p = -21.
Proof. The proof requires three case distinctions. Throughout the proof frequent use (without mention) will be made of Collins' lemma characterizing conjugacy in HNN groups (see [1, General Lemma 3] License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Then Q involves both x and y. Calculations will be done relative to the HNN presentation of B with stable letter x and fixed generator y.
Now if x is conjugate to xcyß then e = 1 and there is a freely reduced word u in the generators of the associated subgroup K_x of B such that uxu~x = xyß. Let m* be the word obtained from u by replacing .y¿ by.y(+I for each generator y¡ appearing in u. Then u* is the x-reduced form of x ux and u* = yßu. Now if u is nonempty then «* is a word in the generators of Kx and u* involves a generator of the base of B which does not occur in y{¡ u. Thus u* *£ .Vo u by Newman's Spelling Theorem. Consequently u must be empty, so that p = 0 as required. where k, p > 0, 9, r > 0, 5 = ±1, k + 0 = p + t = -17. Moreover, it is no loss of generality to assume that k > p (so that r > 6).
Suppose first that u is nonempty and let q and s be respectively the least and greatest integers / for which c¡ occurs in u. Let «¿ (-¿/ <./ < M -s) be the word obtained from u by replacing each generator c, appearing in u by ci+j (so that Uj is the ¿/-reduced form of d~judj). Now if exactly 2r ¿/-symbols are used up in ¿/-reducing drud~9 then it follows from Lemma 3 that r < q and dTud= dy~ru_rd<e-r). Thus d-Ku-xdpcöSdr-ru_rd-«-r) = eg.
In order for this equation to hold all of dp must be used up in ¿/-reducing d-%u~xdp. Consequently 0 < p < M -s and ¿/_ltM~1¿/p = ¿T^h;1, again by Lemma 3. Thus
Now if r were less than 9 then t-/->k -p so that the ¿-reduced form of the left-hand side of (4.1) would involve d, contrary to Britton's lemma. Thus r -9 and k -p = t -r. Moreover d~^K~p'u~xCQSdT~r must belong to the base. Now if k -p > 0 then d~^K~p^u~x c0~fid"r~r can belong to the base only if u~x belongs to the associated subgroup K_x, and so p + 5 < M by (2.2) . Consequently k -p < M -(p + s) and d~{K~p)u~x CQSdT~r -i^1 cjip by Lemma 3. It therefore follows from (4.1) that if k -p > 0 then (4.2) uK = c;!pu_bCqS. This is also clearly valid if k -p = 0. But uK is a freely reduced word in the generators of Kx and uK involves a generator which does not occur in c~Îpu_9CqS. Thus (4.2) is impossible by Newman's Spelling Theorem. Now suppose that u is empty. Then dK~pcl = CQSdK~p. However this is impossible. For if k > p it would require c* to belong to Kx contrary to (2.2) , whereas if k = p, it would assert that c\ = 1, when in fact c0 has infinite order.
It has now been established that if ß, involves both c and d then cd~v and (cd'7*)1dpli are conjugate only if e = 1 and p -0.
There remains the situation when Qx does not involve d. This can happen only if t; = Ax for some integer /, and Q is a cyclic permutation of (xy1)11. Let b = xyl. Then £ = (¿..v;^).
Suppose 6y-/and (by~')cyp conjugate in B.
Clearly if e = 1 then p = 0. On the other hand, if e = -1 then it follows from the solution to the conjugacy problem for free products that b2 = 1 andp --21.
Lemma 9. Let B -(x,y; Q"} where Q is cyclically reduced and involves x, and n > 1. If g~xxg = xeyp then there are integers a, ß such that g = xay^.
Proof. If p = 0 then g E sgp {x} since sgp [x] is malnormal in £ (see [8, Lemma 2.1] ). Consequently gy' E sgp {x} by malnormality.
Lemma 10. Let B = (x,y; Q") where n > 1, and where Q is a nonempty cyclically reduced word which is not a true power. If (x, u) generates B then u is expressible in the form xayex^ for certain integers a, ß, unless some cyclic permutation of Q±x has the form yx1.
Proof. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, the proof is by induction on the length of Q.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use If Q has length 1 then B is the free product of its cyclic subgroups sgp {x} and sgp {y}, and the result follows easily using the theory of free products. Now assume that Q has length greater than 1 (so that Q involves x and y), and suppose (x, u) generates B. There are several cases to consider.
Case 1: ax(Q) = 0.
Calculations will be done relative to the HNN presentation of B with stable letter x and fixed generator y. Notice that the base of B has property-I by Theorem 4, and so the results of § §3.1, 3.2 apply.
Now there are integers 6, p and an x-reduced word w such that u = x wxp, where x wxp is x-reduced and where each of the words x w, wx is xreduced. Since (x, w) generates B it is clear that w # 1. Also, w must be x-free, for if w involved x then sgp (x, w} would intersect the base H of B trivially. Moreover w G K_x U Kx, for if w G K_x U Kx then using the fact that K_x and Kx are malnormal in H it is not difficult to show that sgp {x, w} D H = sgp {w}, which is a contradiction since H is not cyclic. Conjugating the pair (x, w) by a power of x if necessary it can be supposed that w E K_X\KX. Then the standard //-elements w®\ ..., w^ generate H by Proposition l(iii), so that X = M. Thus w = yfi for some integer q by Lemma 3, and \q\ = 1 by Proposition 2, Corollary.
Case 2: ay(Q) = 0.
Calculations will be done relative to the HNN presentation of B with stable letter y and fixed generator x. Notice that the base of B has property-I by Theorem 4, and so the results of §3.2 apply.
If the number of generators of the base H of B is more than 2 then it follows from Proposition 2, Corollary that u = x^yex^ for suitable integers a, ß.
Suppose, on the other hand, that H is generated by x0 and x,. Then again by Proposition 2, Corollary either u or its inverse is expressible in the form yh, where h G //and (x0,h~xxxh) generates //. Consequently by the inductive hypothesis either h~xxx h = xjjxfxg for certain integers k, 8, p with 8 = ±1, or H = (x0,xx ; (xxx'0)n/ for some nonzero integer /. In the former situation it follows from Lemma 9 that there are integers/?, r such that h = xxpXq. This is also true in the latter situation (see [9, p. ] ). Thus in either situation u is expressible in the form Xq^'x^.
Case 3: ax(Q) # 0, ay(Q) # 0.
Let ax(Q) = tj, ay(Q) = ¡i and let Bx -<c,¿/; Q"), where Qx is obtained from Q by replacing each occurrence of x by ¿Z'1 and each occurrence of y by cd'1* and cyclically reducing. Then B is embedded into Bx by the homomorphism ¥ defined by x r-> d*, y h> cd~v. Let u' = ¥(u). Then (¿/,t/') generates Bx. For cí/-11 can be obtained from ¿/fl and «', so that c can be obtained from d and m'. Now if Qx involves c and d then it follows as in Case 1 that u' or its follows from Proposition 2, Corollary that \q\ = 1. Finally, the fact that (th,a0) generates G implies that there are integers a, ß such that th = a^ta^. This follows from Lemma 10 by reverting back to the one-relator presentation of G.
It has now been established that every generating pair of G is Nielsen equivalent to a pair of the form (aata^,ae). Since such a pair (aata^,ac) is obviously Nielsen equivalent to (/, a) it follows that G has one Nielsen equivalence class, as required.
This completes the proof of the Principal Lemma.
